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I. Introduction and Preliminaries  
In the following discussion it is assumed that the reader is familiar 
with the use of covariant and contravariant components of vectors and tensors 
of at least the second order. 
Let P be a point inside 
I 
a body D and Q be a point 
on the bounding surfce 
e. (x 1 , 2 ,x3 ) , 11:1. 	Let g i = 
(i = 1,2, or 3) be ortho-
gonal curvilinear coordi-
nates for the space 
occupied by D. Now, in 
formulating a boundary 
value problem, ByP, One 
must satisfy a set of 
field equations, expressed 
either in terms of stress or displa- 
cement, throughout D subject to 
prescribed stress-type and or dis- 
placement-type information over the 
entire surface 6D. We shall spend 
some effort presently to furnish a 




In furnishing boundary data, it is natural to evaluate functions of 
1 
obtained from the field equations, on aD where the C
i 
take on their respective 





on ap) along lines of principal curvature (1 3 = n) so 







Hence, la  are surface coordinates for all of ?ID of D; u=1,or 2. Incidently, 
choosing 7) in this manner does not require the C
i 
to be orthogonal; but, we 
will furnish field information for such a condition because this case is more 
difficult to "write down' than the case in which g i are general curvilinear. 




P 	P (t(1 1 , 11 1 ) 
In the figure,'P is some convenient origin for the i-system and hence; functions 





) can be written as f[ (1 	), (1 21 ), g (1 01 )j or 
-  fol1 2
2  ) on D. This maneuver may be helpful in that boundary stresses and 
displacements can be expressed explicitly in terms of two variables. 
We are now ready to discuss the appropriate base vectors, and their deri-
vatives, required to express the intrinsically-vector elasticity equations. 
However, a few ground rules are necessary to get us started. 
1. A dash under an index means do not sum on that index. 
Ex. a.. means a ll or a22 or a
33 11 
Ex. a....





 Notice the third j "goes for a ride". 
2. Contravarient and covariant indicies will be used for clarity but in 
their final form all expressions will have lowered indicies (and all components 
2 
will be physical). 
3. Covariant differentiation will be indicated by a 'per'sign 
Ex. a i/j ; bj/k . 
4. All unit vectors will be indentified by a carot 1 /N I over the letter. 
A 4 
Ex. 4 
	 1 n = unit normal; , j, k Cartesian base vectors; yd 	
4
vi = v 
5. 6ii , 6 ij , 6 j will all mean the same as d j , the Kronecker delta. 
6. Most symbolism will either be understood from context or will be 
that which the author feels the reader knows. 
From the figure, 
r = r (%', 
dr = r, i ctL 
dr . df 	CCIS) 2. = Gli • Q. ,. 
t`Je 
But= 0 if i 	j 	are othogonal). g.. 
 









(A4. 	(-h I cl %) 	( hi-de) 	( \l 3jg) -1- . 	(6) 
Note: a. = h i
g4 
i 
(g = unit vector in C
i
-direction) . The reciprocal vectors -1 
a
i 
are obtained from the following: 
6 	 A 0) 	‘.1 Q ; 	— 3 2) 3 3 	-2 A 	 (7) 
Q,. q L xgg 	,1,11,h 3 




13 = t i and due to the orthogonality t and t i are unit vectors 
1 
in the same direction. 
and (8) 
In Eq. (8) we have broken the rules on free indicies but we understand the 
meaning.ltsaysthatthea.and the a
i 
are 'nearly' self-reciprocal (the 
A 	Ai 
t i  and the g are self reciprocal) and with care we shall be permitted to 
lower indicies. Further, 




For the surface n we have an analogous set of relationships. 
P(A l ,e/f) . 	 (10) 
4 











('fa = unit vector in r-direction) b
3 
 = n, the unit normal to 
an at Q. The reciprocal vectors b a : 
ta t P_ R 
i■ 	ti 
    
    
t 	.7 14 ‘=' 3 
A 
SO 	 6, • (15) • 
1 Esc "2. -4 
Also, 
In order to use the appropriate operators (V,V
2
, etc.) with the field and 
A 
bOundary equations we shall need derivatives of base vectors a., e., b , 1 , 












. I:11 • (18) 
[ 	l  
,Ce. 3 	0 












z  h 3 
   







g 1 (20) 
(22) 
q t.,2 	-z o 
11 1 0. ci, 




I c\f\I - L.,) 11 . 
LI;o23 k-Ik ilz-\1:,-1 . (21) 
Therefore, 
7 
We can use (16) and (19) to obtain b 
U,P 
„„ and ¶1 	• H
3 
 = 1 and 'comma 3' 
0/,13  
means differentiation with respect to n. 
-- 2 2 
- 	 + 
‘-; 
2,, 	, 
H 1  
A 
6 -- n 
2 
S (23) 
19.1 1 3 — 	..-112- 	._ 
I H 2. 	
— 
c 2 -' 
19so 7-- .1g 1,1 /NM ko r 
where - 
1 
and 1 are principal curvatures at Q. 
r 1 	r2 
A 	 A 
h 1, 1 2 11) (-4 63 r 
„b.% 
"2 ' 1 (L— 	n 7 ) -1 
\-1 
L . 1 • 	Y") 	---: 
(24) 
8 
1-1 3 '(1311 
A 




A-41,),0 Vt? 	aict. V -A 	-1- 
V • L-6 	0 
O 
(27) 
A 	 A 	 A 
H I 11 )i 	02,1 (V?. t-4 1 112,1 
W I 	3 	- 2 AP1 "1 )1 
A 
II. Field Equations  
The kinematical formulation of the field equation of equilibrium is 
(A4-ix.) V V ■ kt. 	/C-t- 	 r- (25) 
X, p are Lame' constants and u is the displacement. In general index form 
(25) is 
(A4-/1-4-).51 	4- 	1 6'4 Lt i:ri lt. 	e 
where 1)= 14.2:k 	CEY‘bLg ,the'dilatation'andu.is the covariant 
component of the displacement vector u. The second order Eq. (25) may be re-
placed by two first order equations. 
0 	
(26) 
2w = V x u, the 'rotation vector'. To write out (2$) or (26) in general ortho-









g is the det(g..). 
Now ut. 
he 
So the physical components of u are 
- Lc! 
V I : VI 	 U1 	-U









where pf i are the physical components of the body force. Eq. (31) is no 
bargain. 







and the physical stress components are 
(34) 
for othrogonal coordinates (33) becomes 
+ 
Or, in physical components 
•••• O 
(35) 
\ 	1e_ 	 
U 









c. X f.1 
2. t3 
A 	 A A 
(36) written out for g i (permute to get 2 , g 3 components) 
[(cr-0 11-1.11 3), 1 4- c \i ‘c;2. 113 L 	Ul i l u GR1) ) 5 
II 11, 113 
L \Axil \1 3 , 1 + e .11 	t‘,11 
















Eq. (27) in orthogonal coordinates and physical components is 
(A.V2.) tr\ -19)1Z 	%IL 7.7  14 	
11 	(42) 
rCka  
Our kinematical field equation will be either (31) or (42). 
III. Boundary Data 
Any vector on az', say u, may be written in terms of position on the 
surface. 
1Lr and z 
A The stress vector associated with the surface whose normal is n(b
3 








b 6 A P- A A L Y3 n 
But t3  is to be expressed kinematically. 
2 A49 ; 
Cigt_tulv) 
and t3 = n • S so 
•E-3 	A9 A 
 
[A. 	v U 4 (1 • LI. V ) 
t4 	= 




, rotation tensor 
• 






/A•ll V = 	:Chi 4-6• 44 V 	leij • 	)4 4A) 
t■ . litS7 	An • TI 	r) u) • A 
Bu 
and we know that n 
A 
• vu = 
- 	an 
• • 	-2 ,V) 4-2)A57, 	270. r1 u CJ 
	
(48) 
Now 	 utangei 4 (13 1) 
- 	A I, -÷ (2 A\ 





"rja, + 	r\ 
(Loo, &via  
where e
al3 






0/ 4. 	 ,1  
of 















(49) and (51) give 
(A 
) 
I -.U3 ,../ 	'2. 0:/ .) ^d 
■._ I-I ,./ r;/ (52) 








The normal and shear stresses are 
Cr1 Ar i (H V---3/ .-; 
\•  
lA iel 
ec l 4.-- . 	 . 	 6 (55) 
(56) 
16 
IV. Four BVP.  
We state here four standard B.V.P. in elasticity. Consider only kine-
matical formulation and symbolically represent either Eq. (25),(31) or (42) 
as 
I. Displacement BVP 
q.0 	 0 
A 
r & 
Given Lt =li; 17,4 * a n 
throughout D 
on bD, see (43) 
II. Stress BVP 
-1- 	0 	throughout D 
Given: 
CTIT1 	A 	1r4 U-1 N .r), a 	1f3 Ur", 4" 
(t)4 a. .iLL -U3,d 	 on all aD, see (54) 
1-4-or 
III. Mixed BVP 
U 4 e throughout D 
/  
G iven 	u = u - -o 	on bD u see BVP I 
t = 	 on bE! see BVP II 
where bDu + 6Da = all aD 
IV. Mixed-Mixed BVP 
@ 	4) 1 7- 0 	throughout D 













(b) a and U3 on BD na 
These four cases cover just about any combination of stress-type and displace-
ment-type boundary data. Little, however, has been furnished on strictly 
stress formulated problems, compatibility or the Beltrami-Michell equations. 
It was our thought that these would be of only secondary importance with your 
application to electromagnetics. 
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